
Notre Dame Saint Joseph welcomes more
than 1,600 young people from college to
university.

The school has more than 300 students
divided according to their choice of course
and teaching. Notre Dame puts 3 essential
values, "fulfillment, listening and respect" at
the heart of its concerns.

With these values, the foundation of the
educational project of the institution is to chart
a path towards “Living together” to teach
students openness to the world and respect
for each other’s convictions.

The emphasis is really on modern languages,
which translates into small group allowing
students to progress at their own pace.
Opening up to the world is a priority for Notre
Dame with European courses, certifications
and opportunities for stays or even a double
degree for its students.

By promoting quality teaching, support and
supervision, the educational team seeks above
all to ensure that students can work in the best
possible conditions.

Making sure that their pupils succeed in their
schooling and prosper in there transition to
higher education.
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Getting to know Épinal

Located in the north-east of France,
Épinal is the fourth largest city in
Lorraine, near to Nancy, Metz and
Strasbourg.
In recent years, it has been benefiting
from rapidly increasing urban and
population growth. Welcoming more
than 3,000 students each year, it is the
third university town in Lorraine.
Épinal is known for its castle and
basilica, but also has many cultural
offerings such as its art school, a
departmental conservatory, an image
museum, an art exhibition gallery and
much more.
It is also an exceptional green
environment, a few minutes from the
forest, less than an hour from the lakes
and slopes of the Hautes Vosges.

AGE RANGE

14-18 SEMESTER/
AYP



ENSEMBLE SCOLAIRE NOTRE
DAME ST JOSEPH EPINAL

Seconde (Year 10)

The primary aim of the “classe de Seconde” is to provide students with as many choices as
possible when it comes to their education. It is designed to give them a core educational
foundation, while allowing them to discover new fields of study. Students must choose one
option per teaching.

COMPULSORY
French : 4hrs

Digital & Computer Sciences : 1h30min

Ethics & Civics : 30minHistory & Geography : 3hrs

Foreign Languages (English, Spanish, Deutsch) :
5h30min

Mathematics : 4hrs

Physics & Chemistry : 3hrs Biology & Natural Sciences : 1h30min

Economics & Social Sciences : 1h30min

PE : 2hrs

ELECTIVES

Management

Engineering Sciences

Greek

Latin

Arts

Sign Language

PE

(3 HRS)



ENSEMBLE SCOLAIRE NOTRE
DAME ST JOSEPH EPINAL

Premiere & Terminale (Year 11 & 12)

The “classe de Première” introduces specialty teachings while keeping a significant amount of
compulsory core subjects. Students must choose 3 additional subjects (4 hours per week per
subject). Students can choose one option.
The “classe the Terminale” reinforces specialization from a higher education perspective. Students
must choose 2 additional subjects (6 hours per week per subject). Students can choose one
option.

Philosophy N/A 4hrs

French 4hrs N/A

COMPULSORY SPECIALTIES

Ethics & Civics 30min 30min

History & Geography 3hrs 3hrs

Foreign Languages 4hrs 4h30min

Mathematics

Sciences 2hrs 2hrs

PE 2hrs 2hrs

Digital & Computer Sciences

Economics & Social Sciences

Biology & Natural Sciences

Foreign Languages, Literatures &
Cultures English

History, Geography & Political
Sciences

PREMIERE TERMINALE

Chemistry

Humanities, Literatures and
Philosophy

Engineering SciencesELECTIVES (3 HRS)

PE

Latin or Greek

Arts Foreign Languages

Additional Mathematics (Terminale only)

Advanced Mathematics (Terminale only)

Rights and Major Issues of the Contemporary
World (Terminale Only)



FEATURES AND BENEFITSFEATURES AND BENEFITS

INTERNATIONAL
FRAMEWORKS

NEWAMENITIESRANGE OF ACTIVITIES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

WHY ENSEMBLE SCOLAIRE NOTRE DAME
ST JOSEPH EPINAL IS A PERFECT FIT

OUTSTANDING STUDENT
MONITORING

The pedagogical and educational team set up
weekly supervised assignments. Specific
arrangements are made available to the second
classes for their adaptation to high school:
integration week, week-review. The pedagogical
and educational team supports the students
during any difficulties and helps them to
determine their project according to their level
and their skills.

- The sports association offers several sports
activities such as cross-country, run and bike,
mountain biking, tennis, badminton STEP,
gymnastics, women’s football and golf.

- Students can practice these activities between
noon and two, after class orWednesday afternoon for
competitions.

- One week of integration for students entering
high school.

- Travel and language exchanges.
- Solidarity Travel Abroad.
- Various clubs.
- Field trips.

Focus on modern languages with many
modern languages proposed from the
second to the terminal:

- Bi-language sections: English- Spanish,
English-German and English-Chinese.

- European sections and language
certifications.

- Travel and language exchanges.
- Solidarity Travel.

- Learning Resource Center (LRC) :
exhibitions, concerts, thematic selections
on current affairs, participation in literary
prizes, the Night of Reading and a podcast
that will be released very soon.

- Common Room redevelopment:
benches, sound bar, table football, games,
etc.

- Classrooms and work rooms equipped
with furniture and IT.

- Mobile furniture and writing walls.
- New autonomous workspaces.


